Violence Essay

Violence is when some one or something uses a gun, knife, any sharp or weapon to kill or hurt somebody real bad. Violence means a swift and intense force the violence of a storm. It's also a rough or injurious physical force, action, or treatment to die by violence.

Violence is caused by many different things like drinking alcohol by volume, by a Crohn's Disease it is also caused by necrosis too.

I feel very bad about violence because the people that do violence kill people that have kids or they kill people or kid very young ill because alcohol, Crohn's Disease, or necrosis. That is bad for their family.

To prevent violence I would make lots of activities for kids can participate in it and stay out of trouble. I will also do programs for kids and learn about violence and how it can be dangerous for them.

Violence can be mostly seen on the streets and in prison because in prison you try to come your self and people just want to bother you and make you get mad and start violence by punching, stabbing and etc.
On the Street if you owe money to someone they will come to you and see you beat you up take what ever you have and leave you laying on the floor or where ever they took you out. That's where violence is seen mostly.